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Executive Summary

T

he Greater Louisville Health Enterprises 2. The health industry in Louisville is large,
Network has invested in this economic
accounting for more than one in ten jobs and
monitoring system for Louisvilles health-repayroll dollars in the metro area. Seven of the
top twenty-one private employers in Louisville
lated economy. The system comprises a set of
are in a health-related business, according to
reliable data streams on the various dimensions of
the health care economy. In this report we docuthe latest Business First Book of Lists. It appears
ment those data streams and use the data to meato be the largest regional industry in terms of
annual payrolls.
sure the current size of Louisvilles health-related
industry, characterize the industrial components,
make comparisons to peer markets, and to observe 3. We estimate that health-related enterprises in the
Louisville area employ 72,000 persons, with an
trends, strengths and weaknesses.
annual payroll of $2.3 billion.
We have assembled a large collection of objective
industry-standard data that can be tracked on an 4. The health-related economy in Louisville directly
or indirectly pays at least $200 million per year
annual basis, and which can provide policy-rich
feedback on the status of the local industry. The
in taxes to Kentucky and Indiana state governscope is broad enough to reflect the many commerments and another $48 million to local governcially important aspects of health, including basic
ments in the metro area. The actual tax paydelivery of health care to local residents, but also
ments are larger, as we have not made estimates
the many other supporting enterprises, such as
of property taxes or corporate income taxes paid
insurance, education, management, information
by Louisville area companies.
technology, manufacturing, research, and pharmaceuticals.
5. Perhaps the most prominent aspect of Louisvilles
health care industry is the presence of several
This report summarizes our findings. Among the
nationally important corporate headquarters.
most important are:
Humana and Vencor, particularly, gave Louisville a strong showing in business listings by
1. We have identified over two thousand area enFortune Magazine and Dun and Bradstreet.
terprises that can properly be classified as healthrelated. These include physician and dentist of- 6. Louisville continues to hold its share of the nafices, hospitals, labs, nursing homes, manufactional health care business even as Louisvilles
turers of medical supplies, health insurance carshares of national population and jobs fall. The
riers, research and management firms, educaLouisville metro has accounted for .5 percent
tion providers, and nonprofit and government
of all US health services payroll throughout the
support organizations.
last decade, while the metros share of US population has fallen to below .4 percent.
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7. Research and development activity in Louisville,
while still relatively low, is growing rapidly.
Louisville ranked third among the sixteen comparison metros in growth of federal research
grants and contracts at medical schools between
1994 and 1999, and first in growth in overall
university research expenditures between 1991
and 1999.

10. Louisville has at least eight institutions that provide specialized education and training for the
health-related industry. This includes a medical
and dental school, several undergraduate and
graduate nursing schools, and four-year and twoyear programs for therapists, technicians and
assistants. These institutions collectively
employ over 2,200 persons and have an annual
payroll of over $150 million.

8. Louisville is also still a relatively minor player on
the commercial discovery side, according to de- 11. Louisville hospitals show up in a few national
tailed data from the US Patent and Trademark
reputational rankings. The latest US News and
Office. Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Raleigh
World Report rankings of the top 50 hospitals by
lead the list of competitor markets. Like
each of eighteen specialties only listed two Louuniversity research and development, however,
isville hospitals. However, a recent ranking by
Louisville did post a strong growth rate for the
Solucient gives high ratings to Jewish, Norton,
most recent five year period, ranking second
and Baptist East hospitals.
among the sixteen markets.
9. Louisville is not prominent in the manufacturing
of medical equipment and supplies, and has no
presence in the lucrative pharmaceuticals
business. Several of Louisvilles prime competitors stand out in medical-related manufacturing activity, including Indianapolis, Kansas City,
and Raleigh.
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The Health-Related Industry in Greater Louisville

ouisvilles health-related industry comprises
over twenty hospitals, hundreds of physi
cian offices, clinics, labs, equipment manufacturers, insurance carriers, management and consulting firms, government and nonprofit support
organizations, research operations and educational
institutions. We estimate that there are over 2,000
health-related establishments in the Louisville MSA
(metropolitan statistical area, which includes Bullitt,
Jefferson and Oldham counties in Kentucky, plus
Clark, Floyd, Harrison and Scott counties in Indiana).
These organizations collectively employ over
70,000 persons in the Louisville metro area, with
an annual payroll of over $2 billion. We estimate
that the health industry pays around $200 million
in income, sales and provider taxes to Kentucky
and Indiana state governments, and an additional
$48 million in occupational taxes to local governments in the Louisville metro area. Actual tax payments are higher, as no data are available on corporate income tax payments and several other tax
categories.

The table below provides estimates of the economic
size of the health industry in the Louisville metro
area, as of the latest year. The actual reference
period varies somewhat by category, as some data
are reported on different fiscal years and reporting
cycles, but the reader can think of the estimates as
a snapshot as of the year 2000. Much of the unadjusted raw data is provided in subsequent pages, as
we examine the categories in more detail relative to
Louisvilles peer metros.
The industry is somewhat bigger than what we have
been able to measure. We have relied upon published data, primarily from federal agencies and
membership organizations. A more complete economic accounting could be made using business directories and mail surveys, though this would be an
expensive undertaking. For example, assuming a
good response rate, better estimates could be made
of the economic activity of the more than two
dozen nonprofit support organizations in the Louisville area that are health related. In the table below, except in the few cases where we had good
data from other sources, we assumed that each of
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the 24 nonprofit support organizations identified
had two employees each earning $35,000 per year.

3D\UROOVRI6HOHFWHG,QGXVWULHV
/RXLVYLOOH06$

Similarly, a targeted business survey could identify
the other major health insurance carriers and
brokers, and management, IT, and consulting firms
in the Louisville area. Many of these companies
are not classified under health-related industries in
federal databases, and hence except for the largest,
escape our statistical net.
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When most people hear the term health industry or
the like, they naturally think first of hospitals, doctors offices, labs, and nursing homes. These
institutions are the primary places where health care
is ultimately delivered to patients. Indeed, the
delivery organizations remain the largest economic
components of the broader health industry.
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As one can quickly see from the accompanying
charts, the health services industry in Louisville is
very large and fast growing. With over $2 billion in
annual payrolls, health services may be considered
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the largest single industry in the Louisville. In terms
of payrolls, the health services industry is several
times larger than other prominent local industries,
like air transportation, banking, hospitality, and car
and truck manufacturing. And health services payrolls have been rising by over seven percent annually during the last decade.
The summary table on page 3 provides more
detailed industrial information, much of it derived
from the recently released 1997 Economic Census.
Physicians offices and labs account for nearly 1,800
business establishments in the Louisville area, easily the most pervasive of all categories studied.
They are also a major source of employment, payroll, and taxes. Revenues were nearly $1.9 billion in
2000, and these offices employed over 22,000 persons with an annual payroll of $850 million. The
payroll includes the wages and salaries of employees, plus the net income of the business proprietors.
The Louisville market has nearly 3,000 physicians,
according to data published by the US Census Bureau in 1998. On a per resident basis, Louisville
Louisvilles Health Related Economy













ranks squarely in the middle of the list of
comparision markets. Nearly all the metros have a
higher concentration of physicians than does the
United States as a whole. Health care delivery is an
urbanized service, particularly for more advanced
treatment, and the national average is computed
using data for rural areas. Note that the metros without a medical school - Charlotte and Jacksonville have fewer physicians per resident than the national
average.
The ranking is topped by Raleigh and Lexington,
two cities containing flagship research universities,
as well as medical schools. Birminghams high ranking is also no doubt related to the booming research
and treatment activities at the University of Alabama complex there. Similarly, Nashville is bouyed
by Vanderbilts major medical school and hospital.
As with all the categories studied, we have estimated the amount of state and local taxes paid by
the organizations. We are not able to measure corporate income or property tax payments, but have
made estimates of individual income, sales, and oc5
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cupational tax payments - the most important
sources of revenue for state and local governments
in our area. There is no sales tax levied on physicians services, but the payroll of their operations
generates around $86 million annually in income
and sales taxes to governments.
Statistically, hospitals appear as roughly equal partners with physicians in the health care economy.
Hospital revenues, jobs, and payroll are about the
same as that of the physicians and labs category.
The Louisville area has 23 hospitals, with nearly $2
billion in annual revenues. Hospitals are major
employers, partly because they never close - three
shifts of workers, seven days a week, 365 days a
year. The state tax revenue estimate includes the
2.5 percent Kentucky provider tax on hospital
revenues (applied only to the Kentucky hospitals
in the Louisville metro area).
Finally, nursing homes also have a large economic
footprint in Louisville. Like hospitals, they never
close and hence support a surprisingly large num6
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ber of jobs. With $260 million in payroll, the
nursing home industry in Louisville is roughly the
same size as Louisvilles energy utility industry, over
one-half the size of the banking industry, and twice
the size of the local hotel industry. Nursing homes
in Kentucky are subject to a 2 percent tax on receipts, and we have included estimates of that tax
impact.
The health care delivery industry of course largely
reflects the local demand for services. Health care
is an important industry in even the smallest metro
areas. Health care is primarily an urban industry, as
large regional catchment areas are needed to cover
the fixed costs of buildings, equipment and 24-hour
staff. The urban concentration of health care has
been reinforced over the past decade by the decline
in travel costs, due to better and faster interstate
highway access, falling real gas prices, and better
fuel efficiency of cars. Larger metros, like Louisville, compete with other large metros in their regions for the most sophisticated and expensive
health services of exurban residents. For example,
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Louisville hospitals compete with those in Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Lexington, Nashville, Evansville, and St. Louis for physician referrals to perform coronary operations.
We do not know precisely how Louisville health
care delivery organizations fare in this competition.
(It would require a fairly involved research project
that examines hospital discharges in each market.)
Nevertheless, we can get a feel for Louisvilles competitiveness by examining data on health care payrolls per capita in each metro. Markets that support
a large health care payroll per resident presumably
sell significant services to nonresidents. Louisville
ranks third of the sixteen metros compared, with
$2,162 in payroll per area resident - over $500
higher than the national average. Louisvilles high
ranking is in part due to the fact that its population
is older on average than most of its competitors
and hence demand more health care. But, clearly
Louisville stands out in its health delivery industry.
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As is evident from the above chart, health care is
concentrated in the central county of the seven
county Louisville MSA. Jefferson County, with its
major clusters of hospitals and medical offices, accounted for 89 percent of the metros health care
payrolls in 1998. Clark County has the second highest concentration, with 5 percent of the total.
A rough estimate of the export portion of
Louisvilles health care market can be obtained by
prorating the hospital and physician sales by the
county of origin of patients, and adjusting sales per
patient to reflect the fact that those who travel farthest typically are more sick and incur larger bills.
About 20 percent of hospital patients in Louisville
live outside the metro area. A sampling of billing
records at Jewish Hospital indicates that nonresidents bills are on average 49 percent higher than
that for residents. Also, about 69 percent of physician billing is believed to be related to hospital treatment, and physicians practices account for 58 per-
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cent of all ambulatory care revenues. Using these
factors, we estimate that $731 million of health care
revenues and $286 million of health care payrolls
are generated from treating patients that reside outside the Louisville MSA.
Another revealing indicator is to measure health
services payrolls as a percentage of all payrolls in
each metro. Again, Louisville ranks third highest,
trailing only Birmingham and Nashville. Health services account for around 11 percent of all the earnings of workers and proprietors in these three markets - double the concentration of Charlotte, the
last place market.
We have also examined national rankings of the
largest health care firms. Fortune Magazine publishes
an annual ranking of the 1000 largest firms based
on company revenues. We searched the database
over the various health-related industries and
identified the headquarters cities for the largest
firms. Six of the comparison cities had headquarters for major health-related firms. Louisville had

two - Humana and Vencor - with combined revenues of over $12 billion in 1999. (Humanas $10
billion in revenues were classified incorrectly under health care services by Fortune - technically,
HMOs should be classified as health insurance.)
Indianapolis had the highest number of major headquarters, four, and also the highest corporate revenues. Impressively, Indianapolis has a headquarters of a major company in all four industrial categories - heath care, manufacturing of medical supplies and equipment, pharmaceuticals, and health
insurance. (Conseco is in the life insurance, health
insurance and a number of other businesses. While
its corporate headquarters is in Indianapolis, its
medical operations are based in Rockford Illinois.)
Nashville, with three major headquarters, was second. Birmingham, Cincinnati, and Richmond fill out
the list.
Dun and Bradstreet also compiles a directory of
the largest firms in each industry. Most of the largest hospital organizations are listed there under SIC
80 - health care services. However, many impor1XPEHURI+HDOWK6HUYLFHV)LUPVDPRQJ7RS
&RPSDQLHV5DQNHGE\6DOHV
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tant hospital companies are (incorrectly) listed under SIC 8741 - management consulting. We searched
over the top 500 health care firms, as well as the
top 200 management consulting firms, to identify
those based in the sixteen comparison metros. We
found seventy-five large companies headquartered
in one of our comparison metros. Nashville had the
most firms by far - eleven - and also the largest,

Columbia HCA with annual revenues of almost $19
billion. Cincinnati ranked second, with seven firms.
Louisville ranked third, with six firms and almost
$5 billion in annual revenue.
Dun and Bradstreet lists Vencor (now Kindred
Healthcare), Jewish Hospital Healthcare Services,
Baptist Healthcare Systems, Norton Hospitals,
University Healthcare, and Transitional Hospital
Corporation (a subsidiary of Vencor) among the
largest 500 health care firms in the US. Rescare,
also based in Louisville is listed under SIC 8331
(Job Training and Vocational Rehabilitation Services), and had revenues of $834 million.
We compared the Dun and Bradstreet database in
2000 to that in 1995. The snapshots provide
revenues for the 500 largest health care companies
in 1999 and 1994, respectively. Louisville shows
the greatest loss in large health care companies over
that period. However, the comparison is dominated
by one large corporate relocation. Columbia HCA
was headquartered in Louisville in 1994, in its brief
flirtation before moving to Nashville in 1995.
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Manufacturing

Health care has several direct linkages to manufacturing, including the production of surgical instruments, hospital supplies, and pharmaceuticals. Some
hospital supplies - for example food, linens, disinfectants, light fixtures - are relatively generic and
are difficult to track directly to health care. But specific industrial classifications exist for the manufacturing of Medical Equipment and Supplies (NAICS
3391) and Pharmaceuticals and Medicine (NAICS
3254).
The accompanying charts show the latest data on
manufacturing activity, according to the 1997 Census of Manufacturing. Louisville has but 41 manufacturers of medical equipment, and no pharmaceutical plants. The Census reports that the Louisville firms had an annual payroll of $17 million for
their 565 employees - twelfth highest of the sixteen
markets. Memphis and Jacksonville were the leaders in medical equipment. Kansas City, Raleigh, and
Indianapolis were the leaders in the number of pharmaceutical manufacturing establishments.
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S ource: E conomic Census,
Manufacturing, 1997. T he
Census Bureau, US Department
of Commerce. No data reported
for Birmingham, Dayton,
Lexington, Louisville, and
Nashville. T he US total is 1,767.
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Health Insurance Carriers

The health insurance industry is linked inextricably
with the health care delivery industry. Private health
insurance today comes in two primary flavors - indemnity and managed care. Indemnity is the traditional model of insurance, where consumers (typically employees) pay premiums to an insurer who
then is responsible for paying health care providers
for (any allowable) treatment to the insured. The
insurer pools many potential patients and thereby
spreads and absorbs the risk that the health care
costs for an individual will be more than his or her
health insurance premiums. Blue Cross/Blue Shield
was a classic example of an indemnity health insurance company. Enrollees may see any physician they
choose. Because neither the insured individual nor
the provider have much incentive to be frugal in
their health care transaction - it is paid for by someone else - this model has been blamed for much of
the escalation in national health care costs over the
past two decades.
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Under managed care, the insurer agrees to maintain
the health of an insured population for a fixed fee
per person. Health Maintenance Organizations
(HMOs) and Provider Preference Organizations
(PPOs) are examples of managed care, and are in
fact a blend of insurance and health care delivery.
The organizations contract with physicians who
agree to provide care at specified rates and also to
submit to monitoring of their practices.

Because HMOs like Humana are both health
insurers and health care providers, there are inconsistencies in the industrial classifications used in
data sources. For example in the Fortune magazine
listings and database, Humana is classified, along
with Vencor, Anthem and Columbia HCA, as a
health care company and not an insurance company.
However, according to the North American Industrial Classification System (NAICS), health maintenance organizations should be classified as insurNationally, health insurance premiums to private ance carriers. In the 1997 Economic Census data,
insurance companies were approximately $400 bil- released last year, Humana is apparently counted
lion in 2000. Insurance company representatives, as an insurance carrier (NAICS 524114) and not as
some through local agents, bid for and contract with a health care provider (NAICS 621111). These
employers and the premiums flow to large regional inconsistencies are important, as Humanas revand national insurance carriers. Louisville has a enues, employment, and payrolls are large enough
number of important health insurance carriers, in- to qualitatively affect conclusions drawn about
cluding one of the largest in the United States - Louisvilles performance in one of these health
Humana. Three of the sixteen comparison markets related subindustries.
were headquarters to large US health insurance companies, according to the Fortune 1000 rankings. University Research and Development
Humana ranked 168th among all US companies in University research is typically the foundation for
1999 revenues. Anthem, based in Indianapolis, emerging enterprises in the life sciences. Louisville
ranked 278th. And Trigon, of Richmond, ranked is fortunate to have the University of Louisville,
597.
with its medical schools and its several ancillary
doctoral-level academic departments. Their faculty
We do not know precisely the size of other (smaller) do basic research, publish findings, train graduate
health insurance companies based in Louisville, or students and medical residents, attract research
the size of regional offices of companies based else- grants, and sometimes start businesses. The exterwhere. Dun and Bradstreet lists five other Hospital nally funded research grants bring new dollars into
and Medical Service Insurance Plan companies (SIC the Louisville market. And the nationally and
6324) and one health insurance carrier (SIC 6399) internationally competitive faculty add a layer of
in their 2000 directory. They are, by reported local precious human capital to the local market.
employment level, Southeastern Group (200), Anthem (150), Delta Dental (79), Compdent (64), We have assembled four indicators of university
Aetna-US Healthcare (55), Healthsource Kentucky research and development activity. First we present
(18) and Preferred Health Choice (12).
comparative data on federal research funding to
medical schools. Second, we present data on all research and development expenditures by the
Louisvilles Health Related Economy
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univeristies in the peer metros. This includes research activity outside the medical schools, for example in chemistry and engineering departments.
Third, we examine the academic publication volume of university faculty. And finally, we look at
the license and royalty payments earned by universities for the discoveries of their faculty.
The medical school data is presented on the left
page. All of the comparison markets except Jacksonville and Charlotte host a medical school. The
medical school in Indianapolis is run jointly by Indiana and Purdue Universities, and the published
data attribute the activity to faculty at the two flagship schools rather than Indiana University Purdue
University Indianapolis (IUPUI), so valid comparisons are not possible.
Looking only at federal research dollars going to
the medical schools, one can see that the University of Louisville medical school attracted around
$10 million in federal funding in 1999, tenth highest among the comparison markets and only a fraction of that garnered by, say, Birmingham, Cincinnati, or Richmond. The good news is that the growth
Louisvilles Health Related Economy

5LFKPRQG



6RXUFHGDWDE\LQVWLWXWLRQIURPWKH1DWLRQDO
6FLHQFH)RXQGDWLRQ

'D\WRQ



in funding at Louisville over the past five years was
third highest of the medical schools in competitor
markets. Funding grew by 61 percent, significantly
higher than the 45 percent growth in funding
nationally. The universitys medical school ranked
95th out of 125 schools in federal research funding
in fiscal year 1999, up from a ranking of 102 in
fiscal year 1994.
Moreover, using the more current data we have for
the University of Louisville, we note that federal
funding of medical school activities - research and
other - in Louisville rose to nearly $14 million in
(university) fiscal year 2000. The growth at the
medical school is clear from the chart at the top of
page 12, which shows a doubling of federal
funding in the last six years.
Widening the scope, we organized data on all
research expenditures at the universities based in
our sixteen comparison metros. The charts above
tell the story. The University of Louisville posted
$57 million in research and development expenditures in FY 99, tenth highest. However, UL was
first in growth over the last eight years. As research
13
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expenditures at UL are dominated by grants and
contracts in the life sciences, it is clear that the
critical discovery component for health-related
enterprises is on the upswing in Louisville.
A similar story emerges for academic publications.
According to the Medline database, faculty at the
University of Louisville published 1,659 journal articles between 1996 and 2000, ranking ninth among
the schools tracked. The university ranked eighth
in the growth of publications relative to its output
in the prior five years.
According to the Association of University Technology Managers, the University of Louisville
ranked last among the fourteen universities tracked
in terms of income from licenses and royalties. The
clear leader in this category is the Raleigh metro,
which includes three major research universities Duke, North Carolina State, and the University of
North Carolina.

6FLHQWLILF5 '(VWDEOLVKPHQWV
SHUSRSXODWLRQ
86

5DOHLJK

The University of Louisville only recently set up
an office to promote, track, and manage licensing
of technologies spawned by its researchers, and
hence report but $50,000 in royalty income in FY
1999. We know from university records that this
number rose fivefold by FY 2000, and all signals
point to strong growth in the next few years. The
University of Kentucky, in Lexington, posted $2.5
million in royalty income in 1999, and is obviously
much further along than UL in capitalizing on its
research output. Interestingly, the University of
Cincinnati - an urban school similar in many ways
to UL - earns nearly twice as much from licensing
than does UK, the flagship research university in
Kentucky.
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Income is net of license fees paid to other institutions. Totals for the Indianapolis, Kansas City,
Memphis, and Omaha metro areas include half of
the reported total for that state's university system
despite the fact that the state flagship university is
not located in that metro area. In each case, however, the metro area is home to the state university's
medical school and medical research center.







Private Research and Development

As of the 1997 Economic Census, Louisville had
fifteen business establishments classified as
Scientific Research and Development Services,
NAICS 5417. Of the sixteen markets, only Lexington had fewer firms. And on a per capita basis, only
Memphis had fewer firms. All the comparison markets except Memphis had more firms per capita than
the national average, due to the urbanization of
research and development activities.
According to the Economic Census, released in
2000, Louisville firms generated $8.7 million in
revenues and supported 175 jobs with an annual
payroll of about $3 million. Due to privacy laws,
not all economic data is disclosed for all the metropolitan areas tracked here. Of the nine markets for
which full disclosure was available, Louisville had
the lowest number of employees, revenues and
annual payroll. Louisville also had the lowest
average annual earnings per job - $50,000 - about
half that in the other markets.
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Nationally, private scientific research and development is a $37 billion business annually, with 11,100
firms employing 302,000 persons. About two-thirds
of that R&D business is in the life sciences component, which includes chemistry, earth sciences,
biology, medicine, and agriculture. To avoid disclosing economic activity of a few large firms, the
Census Bureau does not provide breakouts for life
science R&D receipts, payroll, or employment for
most of our comparison metros. The Bureau does
provide the number of establishments in each metro
and we have summarized that data here, expressed
in number of establishments per 100,000 residents.

Health-Related Patents Registered

The US Patent and Trademark Office compiles data
on all patents registered, by product classification,
and by the county of residence of the (first) patent
holder. We have organized their data on patents
under seventeen health-related product categories,
and for the sixteen metro areas.
Louisvilles Health Related Economy



Louisvilles patent production is the health area
ranks in about the same position as in university
research and in private R&D activity - near the bottom. Cincinnati easily tops the ranking, partly due
to the tremendous volume of Proctor and Gamblerelated patents for skin treatments and the like.
Indianapolis, home of the Eli Lilly pharmaceuticals company, has the second highest number of
patents. On the facing page, we have provided some
of the details from the patent database. This shows
the types of patents that have been granted in each
market.
There are seventeen US patent classifications which
fall under broad Healthcare category, and we have
collapsed them to thirteen descriptive classifications. The list was obtained from Dr. Bill Brown at
the Information Products Division. The patent is
associated with the city where the inventor lived
at the time of issue; that is not necessarily where
the inventive activity occurred. Also, sometimes inventors live outside a city in a suburb or town, but
they use the name of the nearby city on the patent
17

as their residence. There exists duplication and
repetition of certain patents numbers, because the
same patent number can be filed under several US
classifications. For instance, patent number
6,156,734 is filed under four US classifications for
the city of Indianapolis.
We have adjusted the patent data to determine the
number of unique patents by market. The good
news is that Louisville is second only to Birmingham in the growth rate for patents. Louisville
inventors more than tripled their patent production
in the second half of the nineties, from 11 to 39
unique patents.

Measures of Health Care Quality

There is now a lively national industry to produce
ratings, rankings, benchmarking, and consistent data
on the quality of health care in hospitals around
the United States. We have identified two sources,
and have scanned the listings for hospitals in the
sixteen metro areas. See Appendix B for a compilation of the rated hospitals.
The most comprehensive, at least in the scope of
health services rated, is the annual Americas Best
Hospitals rankings by US News and World Report.
Unfortunately, in the latest release, they report
rankings for only the top fifty hospitals in each of
fifteen specialties, half as many as in their rankings
from five years earlier. In the summary table, we
present rankings among the top 100 hospitals in
1995 and the top 50 hospitals in 2000.
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Louisville does not make much of a showing in the
USNWR hospital rankings. One hospital was rated
as 94th best in endocrinology in 1995 and one hospital was rated 26th in rheumatology in 2000. The
highest ratings went to hospitals in Raleigh, Nashville, Birmingham, Indianapolis, and Columbus all homes to their states main medical schools.
Another rating/ranking ser vice is kinder to
Louisville area hospitals. Modern Healthcare magazine publishes a listing of the top 100 hospitals in
the US, with specialty rankings in cardiovascular,
orthopedic, stroke and critical care treatments. The
ratings are actually produced by Solucient, a health
care consulting firm that analyzes detailed treatment data from the Medicare program. They rate
highly the services of Jewish Hospital (cardiovascular, orthopedic), Norton Healthcare (stroke), and
Baptist East Hospital (orthopedic). In all, Louisville hospitals accounted for four of the thirty-eight
highly rated hospitals among the sixteen comparison markets. Other metros with many highly rated
hospitals include Birmingham, Cincinnati, Columbus, and Indianapolis.

Louisvilles Health Related Economy

The Monitoring System: Data Sources, Measurement Issues

G

reater Louisville Inc has targeted
Louisvilles health-related industry as a
key engine for economic growth in the
region. The health and logistics industries were the
two sectors identified by the 1997 Visioning
Report as holding the most promise to compete well
nationally, to launch new companies, and to help
the community meet many of its other goals. The
Greater Louisville Health Enterprises Network was
recently founded to provide an umbrella organization for communication, strategic planning, and
marketing of Greater Louisvilles health-related
economic mission. The network, made up of the
top industry leaders in Louisville, funded this project
so that a good measurement system would be in
place as strategies are pursued.

exclusively linked to health care. For example,
Louisville has a number of law firms that specialize in medical practices, several information technology and data processing operations that do most
of their business with hospitals, and even management consultants that work primarily with physicians practices. These enterprises sell services that
are also sold to non-health care clients.
One can get an idea of the industrial linkages to
health care by examining the major purchases of
hospitals. Our input-output model of Louisville
predicts that area hospitals induce purchases of
$329,000 in supplies, equipment and services per
million dollars of revenues. About $183,000 of that
is believed to be purchased from local vendors, the
remainder from other markets.

A primary objective of this project is to identify a
set of reliable measures of Louisvilles health-re- Beyond the input-output approach to allocating
lated economy. We have sought to find data sources vendor purchases to industries we have no economithat are (i) considered accurate by those in the
industry (ii) available for other markets and (iii) pro9HQGRU3XUFKDVHVSHU0LOOLRQ+RVSLWDO
duced over time, and annually if possible. These
5HYHQXHV
are the measures we used in the first part of the
/DUJHVW6XSSO\LQJ,QGXVWULHV
report to quantify Louisvilles health-related
industry. In this section, we document those sources
more carefully and discuss some of the messy
measurement issues.
'UXJV
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Definition of Health-Related Industry

The health-related economy includes all organizations that directly care for peoples health, but also
the rings of organizations that sell equipment,
supplies, research, education, and other services to
the health care providers. The direct health care
providers are easiest to identify statistically 
physicians, nurses, hospitals, labs, nursing homes.
Some of the supporting enterprises are also
unambiguous  pharmaceutical companies, health
insurance providers, medical schools, manufacturers of surgical appliances.
The more exhaustive list of supporting organizations, however, includes activities that are not
Louisvilles Health Related Economy
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cally feasible way to determine what share of the
business of local accounting, law, public relations,
plumbing, food service firms and the like is tied to
the health industry. One cannot distinguish the
health care component of these operations statistically, as all their activity is categorized in federal
databases as legal, IT, management consulting and
the like. Hence, we have excluded these supporting industries from the current analysis of the health
industry in Louisville.

Geographic scope of analysis

Data Elements of the Monitoring
System

We have identified the following data elements that
can be used to track the health industry, and have
been used to support this study.
1. Payroll, health services industry (SIC 80), by
county and metro, US Bureau of Economic
Analysis, Regional Economic Information System,
1969-98, June 2000, annual (www.bea.doc.gov).
2. Number of firms, by employment size class, by
detailed health-related industrial category, by
county and metro, US Bureau of the Census,
County
Business
Patter ns,
annual
(www.census.gov).

The available data to track health-related economic
activity varies in its level of aggregation. There is
good annual data on medical school research and
other activity, and this can therefore be tracked at
the institution level. Substantial data on hospitals 3. Revenues, number of firms, employment and
is available at the institution level, also. Data on
payrolls, by very detailed health-related indusbeds, employees, revenues, and payrolls for each
trial category, metro areas, US Bureau of the
hospital can be either acquired directly or estimated
Census, Census of Service Industries, 1997, 1992,
with good precision. Patent data is available at the
1987, every five years (www.census.gov).
patent-holder level. Other economic data are available only at the county or metropolitan area level 4. Number of beds, patients, revenues, employof detail, some only every five years.
ees, payrolls by hospital (financial data typically
reported only for nonprofit hospitals), AmeriWe have compared economic activity in the Louiscan Hospital Association, annual.
ville metro to that in fifteen other Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs): Birmingham, Charlotte, Cin- 5. Number of beds, patients, revenues, employcinnati, Columbus, Dayton, Greensboro,
Indiaees, payrolls for hospitals, by metropolitan area,
napolis, Jacksonville, Kansas City, Lexington, Mem1998, American Hospital Association, Hospital
phis, Nashville, Omaha, Raleigh, and Richmond.
Statistics, 2000, annual.
This list includes all the metros we track and highlight quarterly in our Economic Performance Index 6. Reputational rankings for hospitals, by specialty,
for Cities, as well as neighboring Lexington. See
by metro, US News and World Report, annual
Appendix A for the definitions and population sizes
(www.usnwr.com).
of the comparison metros.
Also, Modern Healthcare magazine has an annual
rating for the top 100 hospitals by category
(www.modernhealthcare.com).

7. Research grants to medical schools, by specialty
and source of funding, American Association
of Medical Colleges 1999 Institutional Goals
Ranking Report, annual.
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8. University research and development expenditures, by source of funds, all US universities,
National Science Foundation, Division of Science Resource Studied, annual (www.nsf.gov/
sbe/srs.
9. University royalty receipts, health-related innovations, Association of University Technology
Managers Licensing Survey, annual.

Other References

Paul Coomes and Barry Kornstein, The Economic and
Fiscal Impact of Louisvilles Medical Center, September 1996, University of Louisville, 22 pages.
Executive Office of the President, Office of Management and Budget, Standard Industrial Classification Manual 1987, 703 pages.

10. Journal articles published by faculty in each
medical school, Medline database, accessible by
faculty and staff through the university library.

Executive Office of the President, Office of Management and Budget, North American Industry
Classification System, United States 1997, 1998,
1247 pages.

11. Patents issued to firms and individuals, by invention type/class, by metro, US Patent and
Trademarks Office, updated continuously, with
annual summaries (www.uspto.gov).

Growth Strategies Organization, Economic Development Strategy for the Greater Louisville Region, September 1996, 39 pages.

12. Sales and employment, largest businesses, for
health-related industrial categories, by metro,
Dun and Bradstreet Business Rankings, annual. For
more detail, see D&B Regional Business Directory
for largest companies by industry in Kentucky
metros.

Regional Science Research Institute, PCIO inputoutput model of the Louisville metro economy,
1994.

13. Ranking in national trade publications for company headquarters, by metro, Fortune Magazine
(www.fortune.com).
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